Executive Hi-Rise

Executive Hi-Rise Suite

General details
What
A suite of four highly
focussed coaching
programmes
Duration
Each programme is based
on a minimum of 12 hours
of intensive personalised
coaching.
Designed
For Executives and Senior
Leaders who understand
that coaching and career
development go hand in
hand.
Executive Hi-Rise Outcome
‘To assist you to realise your
fullest potential in your
career achievements’
How outcome will be
attained
 Each programme
personalised to your
needs.
 Honest analysis
throughout.
 Clear vision of your
desired outcomes.
 Appropriate skills
and knowledge
enhancement.
 Resolve ‘success
inhibitors’.
 Constructive and
focussed feedback at all
stages.
The emphasis in the
Executive Hi-Rise Suite is on
proactive interventions for
personalised outcomes.

Client Feedback
“I just wanted to write to
you to thank you for your
coaching support in 2012.
As you know, 2012 was
a tough but ultimately a
successful trading year with
my part of the business
growing 12% despite all of
the challenges that a failing,
global economy has created.
The insight from our sessions
has proved invaluable and
I am in no doubt has made
a significant contribution
to the achievements above.
Your ability to get to the
heart of the issue is excellent
and our meetings are both
stimulating and thought
provoking.
I look forward to continuing
them with you in 2013.”
John Cruickshank
UK Sales Director
Telefonica Multinational
Solutions
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Where do you want to go?

Whether you are an existing Director or a Senior Manager with the ambition to
achieve more, our dynamic Executive Hi-Rise Suite of coaching programmes
can help accelerate you in your desired direction.
The Executive Hi-Rise Suite consists of 4 distinct programmes designed to
facilitate your personalised outcomes:

Executive Break-Out
Executive Break-In
Executive Break-Thru
Executive Burn-Out
Each programme has a defined but also flexible structure that recognises the
individual needs of each client. This allows a programme to be fine-tuned and
detailed to your desired outcomes.
Each individual programme can be benefited from as a stand-alone development process, or the entire suite can be adopted as part of a longer-term strategy of success growth. It is your choice based on both your immediate needs
and also your future career strategy.
To help you decide, if you are asking yourself questions like:
“Where am I now and where do I want to go?”
The Executive Break-Out programme could be for you.
“How did they get there and how can I do it too?”
You may want to explore our Executive Break-In programme.
“What do I need to do to get on better with that person?”
The Executive Break-Thru programme may provide the insights.
“How can I regain control and not be so overwhelmed?”
The Executive Burn-Out programme can help you rebuild.
The Executive Hi-Rise Suite of programmes can be undertaken as:
Personalised scheduled meetings
A series of telephone engagements
An intensive weekend workshop
Whichever Executive Hi-Rise Suite programme and format you decide to
choose you can be surprised and delighted.

Contact us now to discuss how your life may be changed.

